élan Cybra®
the paperless machine for students

Use the same technology while in school that you’ll use as a captioning professional. Watch your speed and accuracy climb with the lightest touch of any machine ever before available.

21st Century Technology Reap the benefits of 21st century electronics including software-updatable PC board, USB and serial realtime connections and optional wireless realtime adapter using Bluetooth™ by Socket Communications.

No Paper! Write to memory or directly to your computer, eliminating the cost of paper and ribbons.

Status LCD tells you what you need to know at a glance.

AccuDial provides precise key contact adjustments to optimize your accuracy.

Interchangeable inserts instantly change the look of your machine.

Call us at 800.228.2339 1-7880. We would love to talk to you!

Visit www.stenograph.com for more information.
élan Cybra®

élan Cybra Advantages
- Realtime translation with CAT and captioning software via USB, serial and optional wireless Bluetooth™ by Socket (adapter sold separately).
- Transfer internal memory via USB cable to CAT software to produce off-line transcription.
- Use CATalyst software to print notes for homework or to practice reading skills (see image below).
- AccuDial precision key contact adjustments to optimize your accuracy.
- LCD shows machine status and echoes keystrokes as you write them.
- Function buttons for on/off, clear memory and more.

Accessories:
- EasyLock® tripod stand for quick set up.
- Rechargeable battery pack (in machine).
- USB cable for realtime and memory transfer.

Transfer internal RAM memory via USB to Case CATalyst® software to print steno notes.

Wheeled backpack holds your machine and tripod with plenty of room for other essential items like textbooks and water bottles. Tow it smoothly behind you or put it on your back when you’re on the move. A front stabilizer keeps the bag from falling forward when loaded and easily stands by your desk while you load and unload it. It’s perfect for on-the-go students!

We should talk! Call us today!

1.800.228.2339  1-7880

www.stenograph.com